
 
What Is Mantrailing?
Did you know you can now do Search & Rescue with your dog for fun?!

Mantrailing is a dog sport teaching dogs to find people by following their

unique scent. Mantrailing harnesses a dog’s natural ability to trail - All dogs

have this ability, we are just harnessing their amazing sense of smell and

turning it into a super fun activity to do with our dogs! This introduction

workshop is ideal for those new to Mantrailing or wanting to refresh basic

skills. This introduction course will get you and your dog started on your

journey of Mantrailing, giving you the opportunity to not only trail your own

dog, but also gain valuable learning through participating in the other dog &

handler teams trails.

Our Introduction course begins by walking you through the theory of

Mantrailing and covers the science of scent, how dogs trail and how to keep

your dog motivated by finding the right reward.  You will then be instructed in

trailing your own dog using techniques to read your dog and know if they are

on the trail and handle the lead correctly. Our approach is all positive reward

based training and we use the Kocher method which is used by police,

military and search and rescue dog teams all over the world!
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One of the many amazing things about this sport is that it is fully accessible

to all people and dogs, regardless of age, breed or disability. Dogs are always

worked one a time which means even dogs with confidence and reactivity

issues can take part! Mantrailing also relies heavily on teamwork and it’s

important to have a line of communication between you and your dog at all

times, therefore, dogs are kept on a long line throughout the training session

meaning that even dogs with a poor recall can take part. Mantrailing is also

a low impact sport, which unlike some dog sports, means there is less

pressure and stress on your dog’s joints allowing puppies, older dogs and

those who need more careful exercise management to still join in on the fun.

Please note that due to dogs working individually, your dog must be happy to

settle in your vehicle between trails. If you are worries about leaving your dog

unattended, you may stay with your vehicle if you wish.

Ahead of the session, we would just like to bring to your attention to some

rules and ask that you consider them at all times. As the locations we are

using are public areas and not kept exclusively for us, you should consider

other members of the general public.

- You are responsible for Health and Safety for you, your dog and everyone

around you. 

- You must make sure your dog is secure and under control at all times. 

- Please do not forget to pick up after your dogs at all times. 



Weather appropriate clothing ( with pockets where possible, or bring a bumbag so

your hands can be kept free! ), including sturdy footwear.

A dog harness, preferably one that your dog has never worn before (please don’t

put it on your dog until instructed to do so except for the initial fitting as the aim

is for your dog to associate the harness with the job of trailing.) – If you don’t

have a spare harness you can use, we have a selection of sport specific harnesses

available to borrow on the day for the workshop. A long-line will be provided for

you to use at the session. 

2-4 small Tupperware’s (small enough to fit in your pocket/ bumbag for ease of

carrying)

High value (!!) dog treats (NO DRY KIBBLE!) e.g.: Fish cake, liver cake, favourite wet

food, liverwurst out of the tube, cheese, etc. – You wouldn’t work for free! So make

sure your dog loves the reward so they feel the work is worth the payment. - If you

have any questions about this, please don’t hesitate to ask. Bring enough treats

for at least 6-8 of the small tupperware boxes mentioned above. Due to the nature

of the training, reward portions are larger than the ‘usual’ small training treat. As

an example, my Evie works for cat food (his choice not mine haha!) so we use one

pouch of cat food between 2 tupperware pots.

What to bring on the day.

Your Introduction workshop is designed to give you everything you need to know to get

you started on your Mantrailing journey. We just need you to remember a few things to

bring with you on the day...



If your dog is ball/toy-crazy, please bring the most favourite. If you are

not sure, bring multiple ones. 

Bring water and a bowl.

 Bring a scent article with you e.g. a small scarf, headband, glove,

bandana, etc. Please put it in a small, re-sealable bag.

In case of heat, please be prepared to cover your car/ windows with a

screen cover/ silver screen and bring appropriate necessities to keep

your dog’s cool. We are working the dogs one by one; therefore, it is

necessary that the dogs can wait safely in the car until it is their turn.

Attendees can learn a lot from observing the other dogs trailing

behaviours, so we want you to be able to watch and participate as

much as possible. Alternatively, you are welcome to bring a friend or

family member with you to look after your dog away from the training

area in between goes.

Please find our pre-class dog assessment form and disclaimer below.-

Please have a read, fill in, sign and return to me at

puredogtraining@hotmail.com as early as convenient for you.
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